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Nothing is more important than efficiency to production managers in food companies. They sit at the 
very heart of what the business does, so if they don’t have their eye on the ball the company suffers. For these 
people, a mistake may mean halting production in the middle of a run due to a shortage of raw materials. 
While having access to better data cannot guarantee the elimination of production outages, it can certainly 
head off the avoidable problems. Having a set of easily accessed metrics in place that closely track performance 
indicators (such as over/under consumption by production order) can make hitting efficiency targets a lot 
easier. Business Intelligence suites and Analytics tools are ideally suited to provide Production Managers the 
insight needed to improve their chances of meeting or exceeding their targets. 

1. What drives the need for metrics in 
Production Operations; 

2. A list of the top five Production 
Operations metrics as chosen by our 
food industry experts; 

3. What visualization types may be most 
useful in displaying these metrics; 

4. What specifically you should look 
for when analyzing your company’s 
performance with respect to these 
metrics;  

5. What further production operations 
metrics you could include on your 
priority list 

In this paper, you will learn:

Every company is unique, so the top five 
metrics we’ve chosen may be different 
from the ones you need to track in your 
organization, but what we present here is 
a good general guide for this functional 
role in the food industry.  
 
Please note that while the screenshots 
in this whitepaper are taken from our 
Analytics for JustFood solution, it 
may be possible to find other business 
analytics suites capable of generating 
similar data visualizations that work with 
your current business management 
software.

http://justfooderp.com/analytics/
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Why do production operations managers need better data?
The objective of a production or operations manager is simply to get product out the door as efficiently as 
possible. In order to accomplish that, they need accurate data almost as much as accountants do. Production 
and operations managers obsess over scheduling, waste, resource control, inventory levels, machine output 
and even QA issues. When they have meetings with their counterparts and senior management, they are 
required to report on overall productivity and the day-to-day operations that ultimately feed into their efficiency 
metrics. The reality is, instead of worrying about doing a better job of reporting, a lot of the time it may seem 
like everyone is running around at full speed trying to get the resources they need to make it through their day.

Doing a great job of reporting on performance can be made more much more complicated when there is 
more than one person in this role. Depending on the size of a facility, there may be three, four or five people 
with varying levels of experience managing the different aspects of Production Operations. Knowledge, 
information and data may belong to a number of different people, making a single version of the truth difficult 
to achieve.

Ultimately everything translates into dollars earned or lost, but from the perspective of Production Operations, 
the aggregated financial data isn’t really all that helpful, especially not in hindsight. Companies that have 
access to updated production performance indicators have a better chance of optimizing efficiency because 
they have more visibility into where the problems are. Data points like yield, scrap, and consumption provide 
production managers with the insight they need to plan ahead and make the right business decisions before a 
problem occurs.

It’s not realistic or advisable to track every possible data point. However, Production Operations should be 
able to isolate and monitor the metrics that directly translate into inventory, opportunity, waste and revenue. 
Of course, those same efficiency metrics also relate to factors that impact customer satisfaction like short 
shipments or late ship items and lost consumer sales from customers that are out of inventory. Metrics tracking 
may not solve everything, but it does put Production Operations in a better position to spot patterns that are 
affecting efficiency.
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Production operations metrics
One of the greatest contributors to the difficulty and complexity of managing food operations effectively is 
the number of variables at play. In addition to variations in the type and quality of inputs from one production 
facility to another, there are also economies of scale and scope that cause different facilities to perform 
differently, as well as environmental factors like temperature and humidity. 

Only some of these are within our control, and even then, only to a certain extent, so it’s practically certain that 
the measurements will deviate from expectations. How, then, do you tell the difference between the deviations 
you’re powerless to control and those that require your intervention?

Part of the answer lies in the analysis made possible by good data collection and visual aids. With the right 
tools, the challenge of identifying where you should focus your attention becomes manageable.

Here are some top examples:

Yield by location

This is a measure of how much finished product each plant produces, relative to the maximum possible 
production at each plant.

It’s important to compare yield across locations and identify the causes of any discrepancies, because any 

Figure 1: Yield by location
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Quantity produced by time period and brand

This is a measure of how much inventory the company produced of each brand in a given time. Look at various 
units of measure (e.g. kilograms, units, cases) and timeframes (daily, weekly, quarterly, etc.).

A review of the data can reveal poorly-performing products, seasonal and economic cycles, and products for 
which inventory levels are not well managed. Consistency and an absence of lumps are the ideal, though 
cyclical impacts may show up in the data. The areas with the greatest variation around the mean show you 
where to focus your inventory forecasting and management efforts.

Visual: Line graph with filters

What to look for: Patterns, lumpiness and low-production outliers

 
Part of the answer lies in the analysis made possible by good data 
collection and visual aids. 
With the right tools, the challenge of identifying where you should 
focus becomes manageable. 

Figure 2: Quantity produced by time period and brand
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Expected vs. actual cost by output item

This is a measure of the difference between your cost expectations and your actual costs, by item. It’s useful 
for highlighting systematic errors in your expectations or to identify long-term trends, like when the cost of 
producing a given item is steadily creeping upwards.

If your forecasting is sound and your expectations realistic, there shouldn’t be much of a difference between 
your expected and actual costs. Since cost fluctuations directly impact your bottom line, it’s critical to know if 
short or long-term factors are cutting into your margins. This metric makes that clear.

Visual: Table with filters

What to look for: Long term trends and patterns, short-term anomalies

Figure 3: Expected vs. actual cost by output item
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Over/under consumption by production order

This is a measure, by production order (PO), of your actual raw material consumption compared against the 
expected consumption for that PO. 

A production order that exactly follows the bill of materials has a consumption percentage of 100%. Deviations 
above that figure indicate a problem achieving the best possible yield, while deviations below that figure 
suggest something else: maybe economies of scale or some other factor is responsible for the unexpectedly 
high yield on a particular production order, or maybe the maximum possible yield is greater than you originally 
calculated if you’re regularly exceeding it. This metric is closely related to yield but delivers different insights. 
While your yield metrics will tell you how your production operations are performing generally, examining over/
under consumption by production order reveals what types of transactions and POs represent the highest 
margins for you.

Visual: Table with supporting pie chart and funnel chart, with filters

What to look for: Random and systematic deviations from 100% over/under consumption

Figure 4: Over/under consumption by production order
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Quantity produced by month, units vs. net weight

This is a measure of the number of units a facility produced relative to the collective weight of those units. It 
tells you how heavy the typical unit of inventory is, which is useful for planning your warehouse, staffing and 
logistics.

Changes over time should be easy to explain; they’re usually caused by seasonal or other regular business 
cycles. But anything out of the ordinary deserves further investigation because changes in this metric have a 
real impact on your operations and logistics and need to be fully understood in order to make good forecasts.

Visual: Line and stacked bar graph with filters

What to look for: Unexpected or unexplained variation and patterns

Figure 5: Quantity produced by month, units vs. net weight

Other important production operations metrics to consider
In addition to the five metrics outlined above, here are some others that most food companies will find 
especially valuable. Remember, trying to track too many metrics is likely to lead to analysis paralysis,’ so choose 
your key metrics carefully.

• Quantity produced by location helps you forecast future production for each facility and identify the most 
productive ones.

• Number of production orders by month shows you at a glance how busy you were in a given month and 
what anomalies may have been responsible for any deviations from expectations.

• Production order by machine and line shows how busy your equipment is relative to its maximum 
utilization and where future bottlenecks are most likely to develop.

• Number of production orders and output quantity by day is useful for uncovering the causes of day-to-
day variations in output.

• Output quantity by machine center and year gives you the big-picture on asset utilization and is helpful 
for asset management, maintenance and planning.

• Cost by location helps you identify opportunities for cutting costs, and which facilities are most likely to 
benefit from cost-cutting efforts.
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Conclusion
There are countless variables involved in food processing and production. Monitoring them all with equal 
attention isn’t practical or productive. Indeed, the 80/20 rule usually applies: a small number of operational 
levers determine the majority of the results. Know what those critical performance indicators are for your 
business and focus your energy and effort there. The metrics presented in this whitepaper can give you a 
good start towards building data-driven Production Operations and a program of continual monitoring, 
improvement and efficiency. While tracking these metrics may not solve all your facility’s problems, it will put 
the data needed to ensure success at your fingertips.
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